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What stories these pictures tell! They give voice to a game, and to a 
nation, that regularly recast their own image yet somehow remain 
recognizably, essentially, eternally the same. Everything connects: Stein-
brenner with Von Der Ahe,jackson with Kelly, Weaver with Wright. Step 
into the picture below, turn the pages, and commune with the past-it 
won't seem distant at all. 

This remarkable photograph, surely one of the earliest depicting agame in progress, was taken on August 31,1870, at 
the Troy Haymakers' grounds, the Bull's Head Tavern Field in Batestown. Opposing the Haymakers are 

the Athletics of Philadelphia. The photographer was James Irving. 

MARK. RUCKER is a N.Y. artist; one of his 
superrealist paintings of ballplayers is on 
exhibit at the Hall of Fame. 

LEW LIPSET, a collector of 19th-century 
baseball memorabilia, is working on a 
detailed history of all baseball cards. 
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Two men who can both lay claim to being the "Father of Baseball" 
are posed in this 1863 photo of a Philadelphia-area cricket club, 
perhaps the Wharton. On the right in the middle row is Henry 
Chadwick, covering the sportfor the New York Clipper; on the right 
in the bottom row is Harry Wright, at this time a professional cricket 
player but soon to make history with the Cincinnati Red Stockings. 

Here are several of the men who played in the game shown on the facing page. Note that the relationship 
between baseball and commerce predates the major leagues. In the tintype at the right . 

(reversed so as to obtain a positive image), two Athletics pose in the early 1870s. 
Dick McBride, the seated pitcher, and Al Reach, the ltfthanded 

second baseman, have exchanged tools. 
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This is the Lowell of Boston team, 
1866, one of the city's best. The play-
ers wear large boots with painted 
cleats ami heavy woolen uniforms, 
not ideal for speed or agility. Note 
that the long pants are belted at the 
ankle; knickers were not de rigueur 
until Cincinnati's Red Stockings 
made them famous in 1869. 

Research indicates this is a game in progress at 
Millerton, Ohio. The yellow mount on the stereo card 
from which this view was taken suggests an 1870s 
origin. 

The figure on the right has the look of someone 
important, ami he is. The man is Candy Cum-
mings, the disputed inventor of the curveball, in 
the uniform of the Star of Brooklyn team, for 
whom he pitched from 1868 through 1871. 
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Above are "rookie" cartes de visite of two of the better ballplayers of the century: Ned 
Williamson, on the lift, broke in with the Alleghany of Pittsburgh andJoe Hornung with the 
Tecumseh of London, Ontario, both in the International Association of 1877. The photo card 
below was issued as an advertisement for Peck 6' Snyder Sporting Goods. The legendary Joe 
Start, every boy's idol in the 1860s, appears in the picture. 
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A one-ofa-kind item: a hand-drawn and hand-
composite of the 1880 Worcesters, later to become 

the Phillies. John Lee Richmond threw the first perftct game. 
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An unidentified player of the 1860s, wear-
ing the "Zouave" style uniform inspired by 
the rqj.ment of that name led by Civil War 
hero Col. Elmer Ellsworth. 

The 'Providence team of 1882,festooned with great 
names of baseball. Left to right: (top) Paul Hines, 
jerry Denny, Hoss Radboum,jack Farrell; (center) 
Tom York,joe Start, Harry Wright, George Wright, 
Monte Ward; (bottom) Charlie Reilley, Sandy Nava, 
Barney Gilligan. Nava is thought by several modem 
historians to have been a Negro,joining the Walker 
brothers as a major-league forerunner of jackie 
Robinson-judge for yourself. 
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Three players of1887 who went on to greater fame: 
Sam Crane, sportswriter; Connie Mack, manager; 
Hank O'Day, umpire . 
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Opening Day in Philadelphia, 1889, at the grand stadium, only two years old, that came to be known as 
Baker Bowl. This early action shot shows an attempted steal of second base; the "ball" has 

been brushed in bigger than a cantaloupe. 
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Three Phillies of1887:1oe Mulvey, with the place hitter's grip; Sid farrar, best known as 
thefather of opera diva Geraldine Farrar;lim Fogarf:)!, posingfor an artistic catch. 
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A smartly attired team from 
Honeoye, N.Y., poses beneath 
their banner. They took their 
name from the original Live 
Oaks of Rochester, of which 
Honeoye is a suburb. 

A rare view of three members of the Forest City of Cleveland team, 
1870: (lift) unidentified; (center) Chick Fulmer; (right) Ezra Sut-
ton. Sutton may be seen 16 years later on page 45, in the center 
row, third from the lift· 

OF THE 

The White Stockings of 1886. Left to right: (top), BUly Sunday, Abner 
Dalrymple, Ned Williamson,jimmy Ryan,jocko Flynn, Tommy Burns; 
(center) King Kelly, George Gore, George Moolic, Fred FfqJer, Frank Flint; 
fbottom)]ohn Clarkson, Adrian Anson, jim McCormick. 
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Two teams in a large 1870s ballpark,from a stereo card labeled "Troy vs. New York." The suspicion is, 
however, that this is infact a contest played in Troy between the Haymakers and the Chicago White 
Stockings in late October or early November of1871. Observe the motley assortment ofuniforms worn by 
the team on the lift. The White Stockings had lost their uniforms and nearly all of their personal 

belongings in the Great Fire of October 8·10, which immortalized Mrs. O'Leary's cow. They desperately 
needed the cash that the late-season contests would bring and, besides, the pennant hung in the balance. 
Peck 5' Snyder refused to give the Whites new uniforms on credit, so they had to borrow an odLi collection 
from the New York Mutuals, the Brooklyn Eckfords, and even the Junior Fly Aways. 
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